
Newspaper publishingOutlook insights: An analysis of the Global entertainment and media outlook: 2015 –2019

Methodology note: Each market’s location within the quadrant is calculated by assessing its average growth rate in digital newspaper revenue (both from circulation  
and advertising) between 2014 and 2019, and then dividing the markets in terms of the forecast penetration of mobile Internet access in 2019

Lower mobile Internet penetration, lower growth in digital newspaper revenue
Only six markets are expected to combine both lower-than-average rates of both mobile Internet access  
penetration and forecast digital newspaper growth. But these markets are not all alike: Spain’s newspaper  
market will continue to decline with a CAGR of -3.2%, while Norway will see overall newspaper revenue decline  
at just -0.2%, thanks to the continued relative popularity of print.
Note: Markets where mobile Internet penetration will be lower than 75% in 2019, and where digital newspaper revenue is growing at a CAGR of less than 15% to 2019
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Higher mobile Internet penetration, lower growth in digital newspaper revenue
While these markets will combine higher penetration of mobile Internet access with lower digital newspaper growth,  
this quadrant includes those countries at the forefront of monetising digital newspaper content, including the US  
and the UK. In these cases, the relatively low rate of growth in digital revenue reflects the relative maturity of their  
digital markets in 2015, rather than publishers’ inability to generate revenue from their digital products.
Note: Markets where mobile Internet penetration will be 75% or higher in 2019, and where digital newspaper revenue is growing at a CAGR of less than 15% to 2019

Lower mobile Internet penetration, higher growth in digital newspaper 
revenue
Most markets are forecast to combine relatively high penetration of mobile Internet access with relatively low 
growth in digital newspaper revenue. In many cases this will happen as readers and advertisers migrate to other 
providers of news and content services on their connected devices, with newspapers struggling to compete for 
attention. However, in some countries, notably China and India, this will be mitigated by above-average growth  
in print newspaper revenue.
Note: Markets where mobile Internet penetration will be lower than 75% in 2019, and where digital newspaper revenue is growing at a CAGR of 15% or more  
to 2019
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Global newspaper market, segmented by rate of growth in 
digital revenue from 2014  –2019, and forecast mobile Internet 
penetration in 2019

While growth in mobile Internet access will drive newspapers’ 
digital revenue growth, the strength of publishers’ historical 
relationship with readers will also be a key factor

Higher mobile Internet penetration, higher growth in digital newspaper revenue 
In certain markets, newspaper publishers look more likely to benefit from higher-than-average rates of mobile  
Internet penetration, with advertisers and readers remaining relatively loyal to news brands across digital platforms. 
These are typically relatively affluent markets with a strong legacy culture of newspaper readership—such as  
Japan, Singapore and Finland.
Note: Markets where mobile Internet penetration will be 75% or higher in 2019, and where digital newspaper revenue is growing at a CAGR of 15% or more to 2019
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